
INSTRUCTIONS

Who doesn’t love pockets?
This module shows how to cut, position and 
stitch a variety of simple patch pockets.

Patch 
Pocket

Sewing AdventureSewing Adventure

ModularME is a fun, 
systemised approach 
to sewing your own 
clothes.

What makes 
ModularME 
different?

Using just one 
pattern, you can 
create a myriad of 
different looks and 
styles.

ModularME #1 Top/
Dress pattern is the 
starting point of your 
sewing journey. 

This is where you 
learn to make a 
personalised 

GO-TO pattern, 
the foundation for 
creating your own 
unique clothes.

Create clothes that make a difference

ModularME #1 Top/Dress ModularME #1 Top/Dress 

Patch Pocket MODULE
+
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Overview
What will you learn from this module?
This module covers how to add Patch Pockets 
to your garment. Pockets are one of the 
simplest pattern add-ons. They’re functional 
and elevate garments to the next level. 

What to consider:

• Functionality - The size, shape and 
position of the pocket must ensure the 
pocket is comfortable to use

• Aesthetics - How the pocket is positioned 
and detailed needs to be balanced and 
proportionate to the garment.

Is a new pattern piece provided for this 
module?
No. You’ll be shown how to make your own.

What do I need for this module?
• Your GO-TO Pattern

• Pattern Trace

• Your #1 ModularME Top/Dress instructions

What are the fabric requirements?
No extra fabric required.

Where does this module fit into the #1 ModularME Top/Dress instructions? 
What are the steps covered in these instructions?
Follow this little road map to see how this garment is assembled!!
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Key LearningsKey Learnings
Key LearningsKey Learnings
How to cut and attach 
pockets.

Videos - our ModularMOVIES

These instructions are designed to 
be used in conjunction with these 
videos.

Module Video

Module 05 Patch Pocket

USE 
modularme 
Top/Dress 
Pattern
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https://vimeo.com/755850722/f73c4cbdfe
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Create your pocket pattern
1.1  Rectangular or square pockets
The simplest Patch Pocket to add is a 
square or a rectangle. You can design a 
pocket any size you like. 

This is how you create a pocket pattern:

• Decide on your finished size

• Add seam allowances of 1cm to each 
side and bottom

• Add a seam allowance of 3cm to the 
top (2 x folds of 1.5cm)

Example: For a finished pocket that 
measures 16cm wide x 14cm high, you 
will need a pattern that is 18cm wide x 
18cm high.

Width  18cm = 16 + 1 + 1

Height 18cm = 14 + 1 + 1.5 + 1.5 

1.2  Curved edged pockets
To create curved corners, you can use an 
egg cup, small drinking glass, etc to set 
the shape of the curve. Place your circle 
template on to your pattern as shown. 
Draw lines around the template then cut 
along the lines. 

And voila! You have created a pattern for 
curved edge pocket!

When you are happy with your design 
and measurements, create a pattern 
using Pattern Trace or paper.

Examples of pocket shapes and 
various foldover depths.

Small radius corners

Paper 
pattern

Semi-circle bottom

Template

Draw lines

Instructions

1

The following instructions show the steps involved 
to add one pocket. Simply repeat each step as 
you go for each additional pocket. 

Paper 
pattern

Template

Draw lines
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Finished 
pocket 
size

Fabric 
required 
for pocket

Seam 
allowances1.1

1.2
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Work out pocket placement
3.1  Deciding on placement
When deciding on placement, consider 
the following:

• ■Ease of use

• How the pocket/s look in relation to 
other areas of the garment and body

• Where pockets are placed on other 
garments you own

As a guide, if you are adding two pockets 
at about upper hip height, ensure the gap 
between the pockets is about double the 
gap between the pocket and the side 
seam.

3.2  Marking placement of pockets
Once you are happy with placement, 
mark the position of the two top corners 
of the pocket on your fabric using a 
marker or tailor’s chalk. Remember 
to record the position on to your 
ModularME top pattern for use next time.

2

3

Cut out your pocket/s
When you are happy with your design 
and measurements, create a pattern 
using Pattern Trace or paper.

Position your pocket pattern parallel to 
the straight of the grain.

Edge of 
pocket

Bottom 
of pocket

Top of 
pocket

Fabric
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Preparing pockets
4.1 Square or rectangular pockets 

Overlock or zigzag the edges of the 
pocket(s) as shown.

4.2 Fold and stitch top edge

Press the top edge of the pocket down 
1cm to the wrong side, then fold and 
press another 1cm down. Pin the top 
edge in place. Now edgestitch along the 
bottom of the folded edge on the top of 
the pocket, back stitching at the start and 
finish.

4.3 Fold bottom and side edges

Press the sides and bottom edge 
in 1cm towards the wrong side of 
the fabric. Press well. 

For a pocket with curved edges, 
stitch along the edge as shown 1cm from 
the edge of the fabric to create a 
guide stitch. Fold fabric along the 
guide line and press.

Overlock 
or zigzag 
stitch these 
edges

4

1cm

1cm
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3.1

4.1

Fold top 
edge, pin 
then stitch

4.2

4.3
Fold bottom 
and sides, 
then press
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Attaching pocket
Once you’re ready to transfer the pocket 
markings onto your garment, lay the 
garment out flat right side up. 

5.1 Mark the corners

Mark the pocket corner locations with 
pins. 

Ensure the pocket is level. You can do 
this by folding the top in half down the 
middle from neck to hem and ensure 
that the side of the pocket is parallel with 
the centre fold. 

5.2 Pin in place

Once satisfied with pocket placement, 
open your top out flat again and pin 
pocket in place. 

5.3 Stitch the pocket onto the garment

Edgestitch the pocket by sewing down 
one side, along the bottom and back up 
the other side being sure to reinforce 
with backstitching at the beginning and 
end.

5

Pin pocket 
in place

5.3
Complete your garment
Starting at Step 5 of #1 ModularME Top/
Dress Pattern instructions, complete the 
following steps:

• Side seams

• Sleeve edges

• Hem

Edgestitch 
pocket in 
place

6

5.2
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Now is a good time to review the 
video.

Module Video

Module 05 Patch Pocket

https://vimeo.com/755850722/f73c4cbdfe

